Information for Exam 1 - Math 100, Spring 2015

1 General

Where and when: Feb 6, usual classroom, usual time - try to get there 5 minutes early

What you need: Pencil or pencils, Student ID. SERIOUSLY, DON'T FORGET THESE!
You will not be permitted to use a calculator or have any other electronics, including smartphones or smartwatches.
The exam is OPEN BOOK and OPEN NOTES.

Form: Multiple choice, 20 problems

Coverage:

Text, Chapters 2 and 3

All lectures (including video lectures) through Feb 4

Breakdown: Approximately 50% sets, 50% logic.

2 Review materials:

• The text has sample/review problems at the end of Chapters 2 and 3 (in both the paper and online versions of the text). These are very good review. You should be able to do the ones from Chapter 2 (pages 81-2) 1–28 and the ones from Chapter 3 (pages 135-6) 1–26 and 29–30

• MyMathLab has some online quizzes/exams for Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. These should be available to you when you log in. THEY DO NOT COUNT FOR ANYTHING, they are just (optional) review! They are called Chapter 2 and 3 Review Quiz and Post-Test.